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Ah, spring, when flowers bloom by the minute  

Oh happy spring days! When flowers are blooming by the minute, I’m hard pressed to choose a favorite. 

At the present, the last of the tulips are bidding a long farewell – till next year. The sadness I feel 
knowing I must wait a whole year before seeing them again is well compensated for by the current crop 
of aquilegias, alliums, amsonias, azalea, baptisia, camassias, clematis, comfrey, Cranesbills geraniums, 
irises, lamiums, lily of the valley and tree peonies. The list of flowers lengthens each day. The roses and 
other peonies will burst forth any day now.  

The “meadow” started in shades of yellow with the dandelions, eranthis and many different daffodils. It 
was then over taken by blue – ajuga, blue cammasia, Grecian windflowers, Ipheions, violets and forget-
me-nots. A blue botanical ocean! Now, the whites are emerging – white camassias, antique white irises, 
leucojums, white bleeding hearts and ornithogalums. I know I planted them but somehow, I simply 
cannot take credit for the resulting beauty. Nature creates that magic.  

The amaryllis are in bloom  

As an added bonus, the amaryllis from past years are blooming right now. That’s right, this is the natural 
season for them. Patience pays off. This time, I did not keep the pots in the basement on their sides so 
the plants could go dormant till late winter. Instead, after letting them sit outside through summer and 
most of the fall, I put the amaryllis in the greenhouse for the winter months. They received the same care 
as the other occupants. So much for the letting-them-sleep-a-while theory.   

Often, because I’m taking in the overall effect of the blooms in the garden, I neglect to really appreciate 
the individual flowers. So I’ve taken to cutting a single example of each and placing them in vases 
around the house in spots where I’ll be sure to sit and observe. This works remarkably well as I really do 
pay attention and in the process I slow down and become more present. I quite literally stop and smell 
the roses!  
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Blame the weather  

If you’ve been puzzled by the odd look of some of the plants in your garden, it’s probably the result of 
the strange winter we’ve had. The storms did a number too. Areas that lost trees are now in full sun. So 
plants needing semi-shade can suffer. Variegated foliage that provides interest can lose that trait in sun. 
Those whose growth was slow because of the shade may now take off and take over. Similarly, some 
plants may have lost the protection from trees or tall shrubs and been harmed by the new exposure to 
wind and cold or heat. So, pay attention. Don’t let yourself get frustrated. This is nature at work and 
gardens must evolve. Go with the flow. I myself struggle with this but over the years I’ve learned from 
the garden and become a better person for it. The garden teaches well.  

A case in point: The strong winds rent a tear in our gazebo’s canvas top. My first thought was to rush to 
find a replacement right away. Not cheap. Instead, we’ve decided to try an experiment. Something 
we’ve envisioned for a while but hesitated to carry out. We have repaired the tear and planted wisteria 
near two of the vertical supports. The plan is to let the wisteria climb up and form a natural canopy to 
eventually replace the canvas one. I can just picture sitting under it with beautiful flowers cascading 
down. Now, the plants may prove to be unmanageable or the current structure not up to the task. But, if 
we don’t try it, we will never find out. I’ll keep you posted. No pun intended! 
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